**Publish with GSA Books**

Make a permanent record of your research by publishing a GSA volume.

### AUTHOR PERKS

- Peer-reviewed
- U.S.-based copyediting
- Online and print distribution
- Indexed in CrossRef, GeoRef, and abstract services
- Accepted Special Paper and Memoir chapters are assigned DOIs and appear online ahead of print: [www.gsapubs.org](http://www.gsapubs.org)
- Special Papers and Memoirs are included in the Web of Science Group Book Citation Index and contribute toward H-indexes
- Responsive Science Editors and editorial staff
- Global marketing
- Proven experience: book publisher since 1934

### STEP 1: SUBMIT YOUR VOLUME PROPOSAL

Your proposal should include:
- tentative volume title,
- author or volume editor names, affiliations, and volume editor CVs,
- tentative table of contents including chapter titles and authors,
- a one-page project description,
- a tentative schedule (initial submission, review, and revision dates).

Submit the complete proposal to books@geosociety.org.

The Science Editors will review the proposal to assess scientific merit, the audience, and whether GSA is a good match as publisher.

### STEP 2: PREPARE AND SUBMIT YOUR CHAPTER(S)

If the Science Editors accept the proposal, each corresponding author will:
- receive an email invitation to submit a manuscript to GSA’s manuscript tracking system,
- accept the invitation,
- prepare their chapter manuscript following these guidelines: [http://tinyurl.com/GSA-book-guide](http://tinyurl.com/GSA-book-guide)
- submit their manuscript to the tracking system.

Contact GSA staff with any questions at any point during the process: books@geosociety.org.

### STEP 3: SUBMISSION, PEER REVIEW, AND DECISION

#### Single- or Co-Authored Volume

The Science Editor will:
- send each paper for review to at least two experts not affiliated with the volume,
- make comments on the paper and send the initial decision and reviews to the author through the tracking system,
- review revised manuscript(s) after author(s) submit revisions and a detailed response to reviews.

#### Edited Volume

The Volume Editor will:
- send each paper for review to at least two experts, likely not affiliated with the volume,
- comment on papers after reviews are received and send comments and reviews to Science Editor through tracking system,
- review revised manuscript(s) after authors submit revisions and detailed responses to reviews,
- send comments/reviews on revisions to Science Editor for a final decision.

To be considered for publication, each book or chapter must have: (a) an original manuscript, (b) 2 or more peer reviews, (c) a revised manuscript, and (d) detailed documentation explaining changes made in response to reviews and editor comments. GSA staff will begin production and online first publication of accepted chapters once all chapters have been reviewed and at least half of the chapters have been revised and accepted.

**Science Editors:**
- Joan Florsheim, University of California Santa Barbara
- Shanaka de Silva, Oregon State University
- Nancy Riggs, Northern Arizona University